
Thrust Vectoring System Detail

Sand thoroughly to form a smooth transition between 
the top and bottom pieces and to provide sharp 
edges on both the strake and inlet leading edge 

(add spackling if necessary to get a smooth contour)

Metal geared servo
(HS-85MG shown)

3/8" sq hardwood stick

For more scale apperance, use a hobby knife to 
cut the upper and lower inlet leading edges to 
the downward-sloping angles shown here

RECOMMENDED POWER SETUP:
  * Littlescreamers Park Jet Special motor
  * APC 7x4 (aerobatics) or 6x5.5. (speed) prop
  * Castle Creations Phoenix 25 ESC
  * Thunder Power 1320 mAh 11.1V Pro Lite battery

Aluminum tube bearing with 
6-32 bolt pivot (secured with nut)

3/8" sq hardwood stick
1/16" music 
wire pushrod

1/8" ply side plates 
(epoxy to lower stick)

NOTES:
* All parts made from 6mm Depron or BlueCore foam
  unless otherwise indicated
* Flaperon and stabilator flight controls recommended.  
   Rudder and thrust vectoring are optional.
* Recommended control deflections (all dimensions
   measured at root trailing edge):
       Stabilators:  +/- 1.5" (-40% expo)
       Ailerons: +/- 1.0" (-40% expo)
       Rudder: +/- .75"
       Thrust vectoring:  +/- 15 degrees (mixed with elevator)

Note:  If using a motor other than the LSPJ, 
modify the height of the side plates to ensure
the centerline of the motor is aligned with the 

pivot bolt (to minimize strain on the servo)

Canopy and nosecone made from
laminated foam carved to shape

Canopy held on with small
magnets or Velcro

Sand fuselage sides to the
tapered shape shown 
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Span:  26"
Wing area:  248 sq in
Weight RTF:  16.0 - 18.0 oz RTF
Wing loading:  10.5 oz/sq ft
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.21" dia x 22" carbon tube spar

3.0"

Sand thoroughly to form a smooth transition between 
the top and bottom pieces and to provide sharp 
edges on both the strake and inlet leading edge 

(add spackling if necessary to get a smooth contour)

Heat form top piece to
create contours shown

4mm diameter x 12.5" carbon tube 
pivoting inside two 1.38" pieces of
3/16" diameter aluminum tubing

7" maximum
prop diameter
(shown)

  * APC 7x4 (aerobatics) or 6x5.5. (speed) prop

  * Thunder Power 1320 mAh 11.1V Pro Lite battery

Aluminum tube bearing with 
6-32 bolt pivot (secured with nut)

3/8" sq hardwood stick

* All parts made from 6mm Depron or BlueCore foam

* Flaperon and stabilator flight controls recommended.  

* Recommended control deflections (all dimensions

       Thrust vectoring:  +/- 15 degrees (mixed with elevator)

Apply generous filler (lightweight spackling)
and to create large fillets in these areas

Rx

Sand exhaust nozzles to a 
tapered shape as shown

TP 1320

Apply generous filler (lightweight 
spackling) to create large 
fillets in this area

Littlescreamers Park Jet 
Special motor shown

Sand all wing and empennage leading edges round
and apply a piece of 3M Satin tape around the 
leading edge to add smoothness and durability

Tail booms made from laminated 
foam carved to shape (see 
photos of the real F/A-22 for 
guidance with shaping)

Sand fuselage bottom to the
tapered shape shown

Note:  If using a motor other than the LSPJ, 
modify the height of the side plates to ensure
the centerline of the motor is aligned with the 

pivot bolt (to minimize strain on the servo)

Canopy and nosecone made from
laminated foam carved to shape

Canopy held on with small
magnets or Velcro

Turtledeck

F4

Sectional Cuts for Reference

Optional launch
grip fairings


